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ulrich krach. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 368
pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.This is the first
comprehensive training guide for speculators and investors
interested in stocks, bonds, currencies and commodities. It is
written by a global macro portfolio manager in easy to
understand English, using many real world examples. It
describes what works and doesnt work, and encompasses
fundamental analysis, technical analysis, economic analysis,
system trading, strategies, etc. Here is a list of topics: Step-by-
Step Fundamental Analysis, Income Statement Analysis,
Balance Sheet Analysis, Ratio Analysis, Cash flow Statement
Analysis, Company and Market Valuation (PE, PEG, PE Bands,
PB Bands, PS Bands. DCF, Valuation Triangulation), Economic
Analysis (including economic indicators), Industry Analysis,
Technical Analysis (incl. technical formations, technical
indicators, leading indicators), Intermarket Analysis, Sentiment
Indicators, Market Breadth Indicators, Commodities (with
technicalfundamental analysis), Currencies (with
technicalfundamental analysis), Using ETFsETNs to play
commoditescurrencies, All about ETFs (much better version of
mutual funds), Short Selling, Investing Themes, Money
Management, Common (and costly) Mistakes, Starbucks
Caterpillar Case Study, Strategies Stock Screening, How to
know what insiders and star managers are buying, Lazy Mans
Way to Riches, Really Lazy Mans Way to Riches, Hedge Fund
Analysis, The Trouble with Wall Street, Traders tips that...
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Great e-book and helpful one. It usually fails to cost an excessive amount of. I discovered this publication from my dad
and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Mea g a n B ea ha n-- Mea g a n B ea ha n

This ebook may be worth getting. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through
again once more down the road. You will not sense monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's
what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Golden Fla tley-- Mr . Golden Fla tley
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